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Productions of formal grammars  may be given coefficients from certain 
semirings. These coefficients induce weights for both derivations in the grammar  
and strings over the terminal  alphabet. The  weighted grammars  can be charac- 
terized by sets of equations, which in turn  can be used to iteratively generate 
polynomial approximations to the weighted language. 
In  order to study the sequence of approximations, we introduce the notion 
of a derivation in top-down form as a formalization of  the concept of a derivation 
which rewrites all antecedents contained in a sentential form simultaneously. 
The  height of a derivation in top-down form is the number  of t imes the senten- 
tial form is rewritten. 
Our  main  result consists in establishing the relationship between the sequence 
of approximations of a weighted language and the derivations of a given height. 
Th is  result is established for grammars  in what we call standard form, but  is 
not restricted to those grammars.  
As a corollary to our work, we show that every recursively enumerable set 
in V* can be expressed as an intersection of V* with the homomorph ic  image 
of a context-free language. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ginsburg and Rice [1962] exhibited away of characterizing a context-free 
grammar of an appropriate form by a set of algebraic equations. The solution 
to such a set of equations consists of sets of strings over the alphabet of the 
grammar, where one of the sets is the language generated by the grammar. 
Chomsky and 8chutzenberger [1963] utilized equations of the same type, 
but defined the solution to be a set of power series over the noncommuting 
variables of the terminal alphabet, where one of the power series represents 
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the language generated by the grammar. Both the set and power series 
approaches were shown to be suitable for iteratively obtaining approximate 
solutions for the set of equations, and it was shown that these sequences of 
approximations converged to the solution in an appropriate sense. We 
develop here an extension of the power series approach to deal with type 0 
languages with weighted productions. 
The concept of a formal grammar whose productions have associated 
weights or coefficients has been introduced previously (e.g., Shamir, 1967; 
Lee and Zadeh, 1969; and Salomaa, 1969). Although these authors defined 
different operations on the coefficients, in each case the resulting mathematical 
structure was a particular kind of commutative semiring. Our development 
is in terms of the general algebraic structure, rather than a particular semiring. 
As an aid to the reader, we will point out certain familiar semirings which 
will allow him to largely ignore the coefficient structure if he chooses. 
Section 1 of this paper presents the basic mathematical definitions for 
our work. Section 2 defines the notion of a weighted phrase-structure 
grammar using either a suitable monoid or semiring for a set of coefficients. 
The notions of canonical derivations (from Hotz, 1966) and top-down 
derivations are defined in Section 3, along with some of their basic properties. 
Equivalence relations over weighted phrase-structure grammars are defined 
in Section 4, and power series associated with weighted languages are 
described in Section 5. 
A type 0 grammar is defined to be in standard form if its productions 
are in one of the forms A ~ BC, AB  ~ C, d --~ a or d ~ A, where A, B, C 
are nonterminals and a is a terminal symbol. Section 6 shows that every 
weighted type 0 grammar is equivalent to a grammar in standard form. 
Section 7 describes the equations associated with a type 0 grammar in 
standard form and a process of iteratively obtaining approximations to the 
weighted language. The method entails constructing a context-free grammar 
G' associated with a type 0 grammar G and iteratively approximating the set 
of sentential forms of G'. A derived approximation to the original type 0 
language L(G) may be obtained via a homomorphism acting on these 
sentential forms followed by an intersection with words in the terminal 
alphabet of G. Under certain restrictions these approximations will converge 
to the language L(G) for a sufficiently weak notion of convergence. As a 
result of these investigations, an interesting characterization f recursively 
enumerable sets is obtained (Theorem 7.3). 
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1. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
A semigroup is formally presented as an ordered pair (e.g., (S, ")) where 
the first element denotes the set and the second the closed associative binary 
operation. Similarily, a monoid is presented as a triple consisting of a set, an 
operation and a two-sided identity. 
We denote the free monoid generated by V by (V*, concatenation, A) and 
the free semigroup generated by V by (V +, concatenation). We denote the 
length o fx~V*  orx~V +,by  ]xl .  
Sometimes it will be useful to use a monoid as a coefficient structure, in 
which case we will have need for a zero for the monoid operation. A zero 
monoid M = (S, ", 1, 0) is a monoid such that 1 is a two-sided identity and 
0 is a two-sided zero. 
A semiring is an algebraic system S = (S, + ,  ", O) such that 
(S, -[-, O) is a commutative monoid, 
(S, ')  is a semigroup, 
the operation • distributes over +:  
a ' (b+c)  =a 'b+a 'c ,  
(a + b)'c =a 'c  + b'c. 
A semiring is commutative if the operation •is commutative. A semiring with 
identity is a system (S, + ,  ", 0, 1) where (S,  + ,  ', 0) is a semiring and 
(S,  ", 1) is a monoid. 
In this paper we will assume all our semirings to have the following 
properties: 
(a) they are commutative, 
(b) they have an identity, 
(c) the additive identity is a multiplicative zero; that is, 
a 'O  =O'a=O.  
In fact, this gives us very nearly a ring, but we don't have any use for additive 
inverses and so will not assume their existence. 
Dyck sets will play an important role in our development. For any set V, 
we denote by V the set {~ I a ~ V}. Then the Dyck set generated by V is the set 
of all strings in (V u ~')* equal to the identity under the relation ad = A 
for all a ~ V (note that ~ is a right inverse for a but not a left inverse). The 
monoid generated by V u ~¢ and the relations {ad = 1 I a ~ V} will be called 
the free half-group generated by V and denoted by H(V). The homo- 
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morphism defined by h(a) = a, h(a) ~ d and mapping the free monoid 
(V k3 V)* to the free half-group H(V) will be called the Dyck homomorphism. 
The symbol h will be reserved exclusively for maps of this class. For x ~ V* 
and a ~ V, we denote by x the string in (~¢)* defined as follows: 
¢i = A, a-~ = x-~. 
Note that applying a bar to a string of symbols bars the individual symbols 
and reverses their order. 
In the sequel we will use the symbols A, B, C, D and E, with or without 
subscripts, for elements of a nonterminal alphabet. The symbol a will denote 
an element of the terminal alphabet. The letters U, U, V, V,..., Z, Z will 
denote elements of the half-group H(V); the lower case u, v, w, x, y, z will 
denote strings over the free monoid generated by (V t3 V)*. Letters i,j, k,... 
will be integer variables. 
For any function f with codomain S, where N is the set of elements of 
either a semiring S = (S, + ,  ", 0, 1) or a zero monoid M = (S, ", 1, 0), 
the support off, Sup(f) is defined to be the set of elements not mapped to the 
multiplicative zero. I f  f : T --~ U and T '  C T, we define f (T ' )  = {u [ f(t) = u 
for some t ~ T'}. 
The symbol N represents the natural numbers: N = {1, 2, 3,...}. 
2. WEIGHTED GRAMMARS AND DERIVATIONS 
Our development is in terms of a weighted grammar, in which each 
production has an associated weight, or coefficient. The coefficients of the 
productions provide a basis for associating weights with derivations and 
with words. A wide variety of semiring structures exist and some have 
been listed in Stanat (1972) along with descriptions of their use in weighted 
grammars. Here we will mention only two semirings of obvious importance. 
First, there is the boolean semiring B = ({0, 1}, + ,  ", 0, 1) whose structure 
may be described as follows: 
l+x=l ' l  =1 ,  
0"x  =0+0 -----0. 
As we will show, the boolean semiring would be an appropriate coefficient 
structure to use if we were interested solely in the question of whether or not 
a string was contained in a language. The second semiring we will mention 
consists of the nonnegative integers under ordinary addition and multi- 
plication, N = ({0, 1, 2,...), + ,  -, 0, 1). This semiring is appropriate if we 
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are interested in the number of distinct derivations of each word of a language. 
The semirings B and N will be used to provide examples as we introduce 
the notions of a weighted language. 
In order to associate coefficients with the productions of a grammar, 
we will use a nonstandard efinition of gramma r. We define the productions 
by means of a function P which maps pairs of strings over V to elements 
of the semiring. Thus if x--+ y is a production of the grammar, then 
P(x, y) =/= 0, and we say x --+ y is a production of weight P(x, y). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A weighted phrase-structure grammar (wpsg) G over 
a semiring S = (S,  + ,  ", 0, 1) is a system G = (V, Vr ,  P, A) ,  where 
V is a finite set (the alphabet of G), 
Vr  C V is the set of terminal symbols, 
A ~ V - -  Vr  is called the initial symbol or axiom of G, 
P : (V - -  Vr) + × V* --+ S is a production function of finite support. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A weighted phrase-structure grammar (wpsg) G over a 
commutative zero monoid M = (S,  ", 1, 0) is a system G = (V, Vr ,  P, A )  
where V, Vr ,  P and A are as in Definition 2.1 except he range of P is now 
the zero monoid M. 
Many of the definitions and results in this paper apply uniformly to 
wpsg's over either a semiring or a commutative zero monoid. If this is the case 
we will usually present he definition, theorem or discussion without explicit 
mention of the structure, and the set S in such a case may represent the 
elements of the semiring or monoid. 
We are interested primarily in grammars over semirings. Clearly, each of 
our semirings contains a zero monoid. In order to construct some of our 
proofs, it is convenient not to allow addition as a means of combining terms. 
The inability to combine the terms allows us to maintain the distinction 
between different derivations. Consequently, we will use a zero monoid 
as the basic mathematical structure until we have established some desired 
correspondences between derivations and terms of our power series. Having 
established these correspondences, we can draw conclusions about weighted 
grammars with semiring coefficient structures. 
Notation. We denote the set V - -  Vr  by VN and refer to it as the set of 
nonterminal symbols. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If sup(P) C VN × V* then G is a weighted context-free 
grammar. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. If  sup(P) C VN × (VNVr + w Vr +) then G is a weighted 
regular grammar. 
Terminology. I f  (x, y) E sup(P) then (x, y) is called a production of G, and 
P(x, y) is called the weight of the production. 
We adopt a modification of a definition of Griffiths (1968) of a derivation 
in a wpsg G. 
DEFINITION 2.5. I f  r = (x, y) E sup(P), w a V*, w = uxz and E u l = k, 
then we say r(k + 1) is applicable to w and define wr(k + 1) to be uyz. 
We call k + 1 the index of application of r (or more correctly, this particular 
application of r). 
In obtaining the string uyz by applying r(k + 1), we identify all the 
symbol instances of u and z in uyz with the corresponding symbol instances 
in uxz. The symbol instances occurring in x, however, are assumed to be 
distinct from all symbol instances in y, even though they may be instances 
of the same letter. We call x the antecedent of r(k + 1) and y the consequent 
of r(k + 1). Informally, we say x is rewritten as y by r(k + 1). I f  r = (x, y), 
we will sometimes write wr(k + 1) as w((x,y)(k -1- 1)). 
DEFINITION 2.6. 
where 
A derivation d of z from x is a sequence 
x, r1(il), rz(i2),..., rn(i~), 
(1) ri ~ sup(P), 
(2) rj(ij) is applicable to xrl(il) r2(i2) "'" r:--l(ij-1), and 
(3) z = xrx(il) r2(i2)"'r~(i~). 
% 
The weight of a derivation x, r1(il), r2(iz),..., rn(in) is Hi=l  P(ri) if n > 0. 
For n = 0 the weight of the derivation is defined as 1. The length of the 
derivation is n. The weight of a derivation d is denoted by co(d). 
Remark 2.1. For every string x there is a derivation of x from x of 
length 0 and weight 1. 
Terminology. We will call rj(i~) the j - th production of the derivation 
x, r1(il), r2(i2) ..... rj(i:.),..., rt(it). In doing so we knowingly confuse the 
production with an instance of its application. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let d = x, ra(il), r2(i2) ..... rt(it) be a derivation of z in 
G. We define d(k) to be the sequence of production applications rl(i 1 + k), 
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r2(i2 + k),..., rt(it + k). If u = wxy, ] w [ : k then d(k) is applicable to u 
and u, d(k) is a derivation of wzy. We will also write ud(k) = wzy. 
Note that if either of the semirings B or N is used and all productions of 
the grammar are assigned a coefficient of 1, all derivations will have a weight 
of 1. 
3. DERIVATIONS IN ToP-DOWN FORM 
If two derivations differ in the order of application of productions but in no 
other sense, we do not wish to distinguish between them. Toward this end 
we will define an equivalence r lation of "similarity' over the derivations of G 
and consider only representatives of the equivalence classes, where the 
representatives will have some standard form. 
The derivations of type 0 grammar have been given several standard forms. 
Hotz (1966) and Griffiths (1968) defined the notion of canonical form which 
is the natural extension of the concept of leftmost derivations as they are 
used with context-free grammars. Buttelmann (1970, 1971) has described 
the derivation structures associated with a grammar, which characterize 
the derivations in terms of directed ordered acyclic graphs. In the case of 
context-free grammars, these reduce to the usual derivation trees. Buttelman 
exhibited a natural bijection between the canonical derivations of Griffiths 
and his own derivation structures. We wish to deal with the notion of a 
derivation which starts from the top and proceeds down, at each level in the 
derivation applying all the rules possible from left to right so long as the 
antecedents of the productions on each level do not overlap. For context-free 
derivations this would correspond to applying a single production to each 
nonterminal of a sentential form for each level of a derivation. 
Remark 3.1. It is because we wish to consider certain derivations as 
equivalent that our coefficient structures must be commutative. This ensures 
that the weight of a derivation will depend on the productions applied but 
not the order in which they are applied. 
In this work we will refer to derivations in two distinct canonical forms. 
The first will be the canonical derivations defined by Hotz (1966) and the 
second will be derivations appropriate to our algebraic manipulations, 
which we call derivations in top-down form. Each of these forms will be 
useful in proving particular theorems, and we will show a natural bijection 
between the canonical derivations and those in top-down form. We begin 
by introducing canonical derivations following the development of Griffiths 
(1968). We recall that for each production rj ~ (x,y) that ]x[ = mj ~> 1 
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and ]y[ =n j  >/0. The following three definitions are adopted from 
Griffiths. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let d ~-x, r1(il) , re(i2),..., rt(it) be a derivation of y 
from x in G. The interchange L(j) of the elements of the j-th pair of 
productions of d is defined if and only if ij+~ q- mj+ 1 ~ ij. The result of 
the application of the interchange L(j) to d is denoted by dL(j), and is 
defined to be 
alL(j) = x, r1(il),..., rj-l(ij-1), r~+l(ij+~), rs(ij + n~+l- rnj+l), rj+2(ij+~),..-, rt(it). 
The interchange G(j)  is defined on d if and only if ij+l /> i3- + n3-. The result 
of the application of G(j) to d is denoted by dG(j)  and is defined to be 
dG(j)  = x, r1(il) ..... rj_l(ij_~), r~+l(ij+ 1 + mj -- nj), rs(ij), rg+2(i~+2) .....rt(it). 
Note that if interchanges L(j) or G(j) are defined for a derivation d, then 
the order of application of thej-th and (j + 1)-th productions of d does not 
change the derivation in any syntactically significant way. This occurs when 
the (j q- 1)-th production does not rewrite any portion of the consequent 
of the j-th production. In particular, the interchange L(j) is defined for the 
derivation d when the antecedent of the (j + 1)-th production lies entirely 
to the left of the antecedent (and hence the consequent) ofthej-th production. 
Application of L(j) to d results in a derivation in which the two productions 
are applied to the original antecedents, but in reverse order. Similarly the 
interchange O(j) is defined for the derivation d if and only if the antecedent 
of the (j + 1)-th production lies entirely to the right of the consequent (and 
hence the antecedent) of the j-th production. Application of G(j) to the 
derivation again reverses the order of application of the productions without 
otherwise affecting the derivation. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A derivation is canonical if and only if no L-interchange 
is defined for any pair of productions of d. 
It follows that a derivation is canonical if the production of the derivation 
whose antecedent is leftmost in the sentential form is applied at each step. 
This is the natural extension to type 0 grammars of the concept of a leftmost 
derivation in a context-free grammar. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The binary relation p is defined over derivations in G 
as follows: dlod2 if and only if dl is obtained by applying an interchange to
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de • The relation "similarity" is defined as the reflexive, symmetric, transitive 
closure of p and we will use ~ to denote this closure. I f  dl ~'~ d~ we say dl 
is similar to d~, and that dl and d2 are in the same similarity class. 
It  is immediate from the definition of similarity that it is an equivalence 
relation. From our earlier remarks, it follows that two derivations are similar 
if they only differ in the order of application of their productions. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Hotz). Each similarity class contains exactly one canonical 
derivation. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Griffiths). I f  d is a canonical derivation and d'~-~ d, 
then there is a sequence ofL-interchanges which will yield d when applied to d'. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let d a be a derivation of y from x, and let d2 be a derivation 
such that da ~ d~ . Then d2 is a derivation of y from x and o)(dl) = w(d2). 
The proof is by induction on the number of interchanges necessary to 
transform both dl and d2 into their unique canonical form. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let d 1 and d2 be derivations from x to y, and let d3 and d4 
be derivations from uyv to z. I f  d 1 e~, d2 and d8 ~-~ d4 then 
uxv, d~(I u I), dz(O) ~ uxv, d2([ u l), d4(O), 
The proof is straightforward using Definition 2.7 and Theorem 3.3. 
The next theorem states that if d is a canonical derivation, then the 
derivation which results from applying some initial sequence of the 
productions of d is also a canonical derivation. Furthermore, if the sequence 
of productions of a canonical derivation is truncated, the resulting derivation 
is still canonical. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let d = x, r1(il), r2(i2) ..... rt(fi) be a canonical derivation. 
For any k, s such that 0 <~ k <~ s <~ t, the derivation 
d'  = xrl(il) t'2(i2) "'" rk(ik), r~+l(i~+a), rk+z(i~+2),..., r~(i~) 
is a canonical derivation. 
Proof. Since d is canonical, i~+ 1+ m~-+l > ij for all j, 1 ~<j ~< t. It  
follows that the relation holds for all j, k -1- 1 ~< j < s, and therefore d' 
is canonical. 
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We now introduce derivations in top-down form. These derivations may 
be thought of as applying several productions in parallel to a sentential form. 
At each level of a derivation in top-down form, all productions whose 
antecedents have been derived are applied. The context-free analogy for 
this process would be rewriting each nonterminal symbol of a sentential 
form at each level of the derivation. Since we must describe and apply our 
productions equentially, we list the productions from left to right within 
each level. Consequently, a derivation in top-down form consists of a sequence 
of productions, and each production occurs at some level. Within a level, 
productions are applied to the sentential form from left to right, and all 
antecedents are disjoint. Furthermore, we require that no antecedent of a 
production of level n @ 1 is a substring of the sentential form operated 
on by the productions of level n. This implies that productions which can 
be applied at level n must not be applied at a higher level instead. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let d = x, rx(i~) ..... rt(it) be a derivation of length 
t. Then d is in top-down form (tdf) of height n if and only if one of the following 
obtains: 
(a) n ~ 0 and t = 0 (that is, every derivation of length 0 is in tdf 
with height 0). 
(b) n = 1 and for all s, 1 ~< s ~< t , i  s + ns ~ i~+1 (if the antecedent 
of every production lies to the right of the consequent of the previous 
production, then the derivation is in tdf with height 1). 
(c) n /> 2 and there exist integers j and k, 0 ~<j < k < t such that 
(i) x, r1(il) ..... rj(ij) is a derivation in tdf of height n - -  2, 
(ii) xrl( i l ) . . .r~(i j )  , ri+l(ij+l) ..... rk(ij~) 
and 
xrl(il)'"rk(i~), rk+l(ik+l),. . . ,  r t ( i t )  
are derivations in tdf of height 1, 
(iii) for every s, k < s ~< t, the antecedent of r~(is) is not a substring 
of xrl(il) ... rj(i~). 
The next lemma and its first corollary establish that if a derivation in tdf 
is truncated, the resulting derivation is still in tdf. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let d = x, rl(il) ..... r~(i,) be a derivation in tdf of height n, 
n ~ 2, and let j and k be the integers of definition 3.4c. Let s be an integer, 
j < s ~ t, and d' = x, r1(il),..., r~(i~). 
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(a) I f  s > k, then d' is a derivation in tdf of height n. 
(b) I f  s ~ k, then d' is a derivation in tdf of height n -- 1. 
The proof in part (a) is straightforward, since the integers j and k serve to 
establish that d' is of height n. The proof of part (b) is by induction, using 
n = 2 as the basis step. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let d = x, r1(il),..., r,(i,) be a derivation in tdf of 
height n. For any integer s, 0 ~ s ~ t, the derivation d' -~ x, rl(ia),... , rs(i~) 
is in tdf of height less than or equal to n. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The height of a derivation in tdf is unique. 
The proof of both corollaries is by induction on the height n of a derivation. 
The assertion for n ~ 0 and n = 1 is established irectly from definition 3.4. 
The inductive step in each case uses Lemma 3.1. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let d----x,  rl(il),..., r,(i,) be a derivation in tdf. 
The level of the production rj(ij) is the height of the derivation 
x, r1(il) ..... r~.(ij). 
Remark 3.2. It follows immediately from Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 that 
each production of a derivation in tdf has a unique level. Furthermore, all 
productions of level k are applied before any productions of level k + 1, 
and the productions within a level are applied from left to right. I f  there are s 
productions of level less than k, then the productions of level k are those 
whose antecedents are substrings of xrl(il) "" rs(is). Note that if an erasing 
rule applied at level k causes the formation of the antecedent of a production 
through the concatenation of two substrings, the production with that 
antecedent is of level k -? 1. 
Even though d = x, rl(il),..., r~(it) is in tdf, the derivation 
d' = xrl(il) "" rk(ik), r~+l(ik+l),..., r~(ie) 
may not be in tdf. The next lemma provides a sufficient (but not necessary) 
condition for d' to be in tdf. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let d ~ x, rl(ia),..., r~(i~) be a derivation in tdf of height n. 
I f  k is an integer such that rk(ik) is a production of level j and rk+l(ik+l) is of 
level j + 1, then xrl(ia) "" r~(ie), rk+a(ik+l),..., r~(i~) is a derivation in tdf of 
height n -- j. 
The proof is by induction on n - - j .  
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LEMMA 3.3. Let d = x_d, r1(il),... , r,(i,) be a derivation in tdf of height 
n > 0 such that the antecedent of r1(il) contains the rightmost symbol of xA. 
Then, 
(a) there is only one production in d of level 1, 
(b) the derivation d '= xArl(il), re(/z),..., r,(i,) is in tdf of height 
n -  1, and 
(c) i f  t >~ 2, the antecedent of re(/e) contains a nonempty substring of 
the consequent of rl(il). 
Proof. (a) Since n > 0 it follows that t > 0. If t = 1, the assertion 
holds since d is of height 1 and d' is of height 0. Suppose t > 1. If re(/z) is of 
level 1, then by Definition 3.4 the antecedent of r2(i2) is a substring of xA 
which lies to the right of the antecedent of r1(il). Clearly this is impossible, 
and the assertion is established. The proof of (b) is immediate from part (a) 
and Lemma 3.2. To establish (c), note that if (c) does not hold, then the 
antecedent of r2(i2) is a substring of xA, which would imply that r2(iz) is of 
level 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let d = x, rl(il),... , rt(it) be a derivation in tdf of height n, 
n <~ 1. Then d is a canonical derivation. 
Proof. If t ~< 1, the assertion follows immediately from the definition 
of canonical form. Suppose t > 1. Then for all j, 1 <~j < t, i~ + nj ~ i~+ 1. 
But i j~ i~.+n j  and ij+ 1 <i~-+l+m~+l,  hence ij < i j+  i+mj+ 1 and 
therefore d is canonical. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let d = x, rl(il),...,r,(i,) be a derivation in tdf and 
d' = x, r1'(i1'),... , r ( ( i ( )  a canonical derivation such that d ~-~ d'. Then 
1"1(/1) = r1'(i1' ). 
Proof. By Definition 3.4, the production r1(il) is the production whose 
antecedent is a substring of x and which is the leftmost such antecedent. 
By Theorem 3.2, if rl(il) =# rl'(il') there is some sequence of L-interchanges 
which will eventually interchange r1(il) and the succeeding production. 
But by Definition 3.1, this implies that the antecedent of the succeeding 
production lies entirely to the left of r1(il) in the string x, which is impossible. 
Hence rl(il) = rl'(il ' ). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let d' be a canonical derivation f rom x to y and d" be a 
canonical derivation from yA i to z such that if d" is of length greater than zero 
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then the first production of d" rewrites the rightmost symbol of yA  k . Then 
d = xA i , d'(0), d"(0) is defined and a canonical derivation. 
Proof. Let d'  = x, rl'(il'),... , r / ( i , ' )  and d" = xA¢, r~(i~'),..., r~(i;'). 
Clearly the derivations can be successively applied and 
d = xA~, r1'(i1'),..., rs'(i/), r~(i~),..., r~'(i'~). 
I f  t = O, the assertion obviously holds. Suppose t > O. Since d' and d" are 
canonical, no L interchanges are defined for d except possibly L(s). I f  rs'(is') 
is an erasing production, i /  ~ I Y I -F 1, otherwise i~' <~ [ y I. But i~' + m E = 
[yAi] + 1 > i/ ,  hence L(s) is not defined and d is canonical. 
In order to utilize derivations in tdf, we must establish that derivations in 
this form also constitute a system of unique representatives of the similarity 
classes of derivations. This is established in the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.6. Every canonical derivation is similar to a derivation in tdf. 
THEOREM 3.7. I f  dl and d~ are distinct derivations in tdf, then d 1 ~ d 2 . 
We have described the proofs of these theorems in an appendix. Together 
they establish (with Theorem 3.1) the following: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Every derivation is similar to exactly one derivation in tdf. 
Our conclusion is that we may use either canonical derivations or 
derivations in tdf as representatives of similarity classes of derivations. 
We will, in fact, use both forms as representatives of the similarity classes. 
In the sequel, we will not distinguish between derivations which are similar, 
and the elements of any set of derivations will be assumed to be pairwise 
dissimilar. 
4. LANGUAGES AND EQUIVALENCES OVER GRAMMARS 
We have defined the concept of wpsg, weighted erivation, and derivations 
in canonical form and tdf. We can now define the weight of a word x ~ Vr* 
relative to a wpsg G = (V, Vr ,  P, A)  over a semiring S. 
The weight of a word is intended to denote the sum of the weights of all 
its (distinct) derivations. Consequently, in order for the weight of a word to be 
defined, the sum of the weights of all derivations of that word must be well 
defined. Clearly, this is always the case when the number of derivations of 
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words is finite. If there are an infinite number of derivations of a word, the 
sum may or may not be well defined, depending solely on whether or not the 
infinite sum is defined in the semiring. For example, if there are an infinite 
number of derivations of some word x, and each derivation has weight 1 
in the semiring of real numbers, the weight of the word would be undefined. 
On the other hand, if there were an infinite number of derivations of a word 
and the weights of the derivations were the distinct positive powers of 1/2, 
then the infinite sum would be defined to be 
(½y= 1 
i=1 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G = (V, Vr ,  P, A} be a wpsg over a semiring 
S ~- (S,  @, ", 0, 1}. Let x ~ Vr* and Dx be the set of all derivations of x 
from A in G in tdf. I f  ~o(d) is the weight of d, then the weight of x is defined 
to be 
co(x) = ~ co(d) 
deD~ 
if this sum is defined in the semiring S; otherwise co(x) is undefined. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let G be a wpsg. For each x ~ Vr*, denote by Dx the 
set of derivations of x in tdf. The language generated by G, L(G), is defined 
to be{x lxaVr*  & Dx=/=6}. 
Suppose G is a wpsg over the semiring of nonnegative integers N and 
every production of G has a weight of 1. Then for every x, either co(x) is 
undefined, in which case there is an infinite number of distinct canonical 
derivations of x, or else co(x) is equal to the number of derivations of x. 
On the other hand, if G is over the boolean semiring B and all productions 
have a weight of 1, then co(x) is always defined, and co(x) -= 1 if and only if 
x ~ L(G). 
Remark 4.1. I f  the coefficient structure is one with zero divisors, or 
if the structure is a semiring with additive inverses, it is possible for x to be 
a member of L(G) but co(x) = 0. 
Remark 4.2. The weight of a string x may be considered to be a 
generalized notion of ambiguity. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let G = (V, VT, P,  A~ and G' = (V', VT, P' ,  -//'} 
be wpsg's. Then G and G' are said to be weakly equivalent if L(G) = L(G'). 
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If  G and G' are wpsg's over a semiring S, they are strongly equivalent if they 
are weakly equivalent and for all x e Vr*, oJ(x) = o;(x), where ~o(x) is the 
weight of x in G and o~'(x) its weight in G'. 
DEFINITION 4.4 (Griffiths). Let 
G = (V, Vr ,  P, A )  and G' ~ (W' ,  Wr ' ,  P ' ,  A ' )  
be wpsg's. Then G' is an extension of G if and only if there is an effectively 
calculable injection ~r, 
w=V*  xV* - -~W* X W* 
such that 7r(w, x) = (y,  z) implies there is an effectively calculable bijection 
from canonical derivations from w to x to canonical derivations from y to z 
which preserves the weights of the derivations. The function 7r is called the 
projection of G into G'. 
Terminology. I f  the projection ~r is the identity function, we will refer 
to it as the identity projection function. 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  G and G' are wpsg's over a semiring S, then 
[G' is an extension of G with the identity 
projection function and L( G) = L(G')] 
[G' and G are strongly equivalent] 
[G ~ and G are weakly equivalent]. 
The proof is straightforward from the definitions. 
5. POWER SERIES 
For a wpsg G over a semiring S we wish to associate a power series with 
the grammar G and the language L(G). For a given alphabet V and semiring 
S = (S,  + ,  ", O, 1), a power series over the monoid V* is a function 
p : V* -+ S, and can be expressed as a formal sum 
p = ~, (p,  x)  x where (p,  x)  -~ p(x) ~ S. 
xeV* 
For a given semiring S, a power series over a half-group H(V) can be defined 
similarly as a map p : H(V) --~ S, and can also be expressed as a formal sum. 
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The variables of power series over V* and H(V) are V and V • ~¢*, respec- 
tively. Note that we require that these variables not commute so that, for 
example, the word ax of V* will not be confused with the word xa. 
For power series p and q, the sum p %- q and product p • q are defined by 
setting 
(p  + q, x) = (p, x) %- (q, x), 
(p 'q ,x )= Z (P, Y) " (q, z)" 
y,zEV* 
O~=yZ 
I f  p is a power series with finite support, then p will be called a polynomial. 
THEOREM 5.1. The set of all power series over V* with coefficients from 
a semiring S forms a semiring under the operations + and ", and the set of all 
polynomials over V* is a subsemiring of the semiring of power series over V*. 
The set of all polynomials over H(V) with coefficients from S also forms a 
semiring. In each case, the semiring has a multiplicative identity (the polynomial 
1A) and an additive identity (the polynomial with all coefficients equal to 0). 
The additive identity is a multiplicative zero. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let h : (V w ~¢)* --+ H(V) be the Dyck homomorphism and 
define the map h' from polynomials over (V t3 ~1)* to polynomials over H(V), 
where both polynomials have coefficients from S, as follows: 
h'(clxl @ c2x~) = clh(x ) + c2h(x2). 
Then h' is a homomorphism from the semiring of polynomials over (V k)V)* 
to the semiring of polynomials over H(V). 
Note that the analog of Theorem 5.2 for power series rather than 
polynomials does not generally hold, since an infinite subset of (V u ~¢)* 
is mapped to each element of H(V). Furthermore, the set of power series 
over H(V) does not form a semiring, since it is closed under ,4- but not -. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let {Pl, P~ .... } be a sequence of power series over H(V) 
or V* with coefficients from S. The sequence converges to the limit p if and 
only if for each integer k there exists some m such that for every x if [ x [ < k 
and j > m then (p j ,  x) = (p, x). 
I f  we are dealing with a semiring of coefficients in which the notion of 
convergence is defined, we can use the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 5.2. Let {Pl, P2 .... } be a sequence of power series over H(V) 
or V* with coefficients from S. The sequence converges weaMy to the limit 
p if and only if for all x the sequence {(Pa , x), (p~, x),...} converges to 
<p, x). 
I f  both the notions of "converges" and "converges weakly" are defined 
for a sequence {Pl, Pz .... }, then we can establish 
LEMMA 5.1. If the sequence {Pl,  P2 .... } converges then it converges weakly. 
Remark 5.1. The definition 5.1 is a weaker notion of convergence than 
that used by other authors (Chomsky and Schutzenburger, 1963; Shamir, 
1967) and has the nasty feature that we have not required that the function 
that specifies m for an argument k be effectively computable. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let G be a wpsg over a semiring S such that ~o(x) is 
defined for all x ~ Vr*. The power series associated with G is defined to be 
p(G) = Z w(x) x 
xeVT* 
Note that we will generally deal with power series over V* or H(V), but p(G) 
is defined over the noncommuting variables of Y r .  
DEFINITION 5.4. Let L be a subset of V*, and for an arbitrary semiring 
S or zero monoid M, define the characteristic function of L, X L as follows: 
XL :V* -+ S , 
XL(X )=0,  if x6L ,  
XL(X ) = 1, if xeL .  
The characteristic power series of L is defined to be 
p(L) = ~ XL(X) x. 
xeV* 
We also wish to associate a structure similar to a power series with wpsg's 
over a commutative zero monoid M. We will call these structures M-power 
series over the noncommuting variables V. 
DEFINITION 5.5. For a given alphabet V and a commutative zero monoid 
M = (S,  ", 1, 0), an M-power series over V* with coefficients from M is a 
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function p : N -+ SV* (where N is the set of positive integers). We can 
express p as a formal sum, p = ~i~N p(i). 
The definitions of power series with coefficients from a semiring and an 
3//-power series are quite different: the first is a map from V* to S and the 
second a map from the natural numbers to strings consisting of a coefficient 
from S followed by a string in V*. Both types of power series can be 
represented by formal sums, where each term of the sum consists of a 
coefficient followed by a string from V*. The important difference is that 
the formal sum representing an M-power series may have several terms of 
the form cx for any x ~ V*, whereas there must be exactly one term for each 
x a V* in the power series with coefficients from S. 
The definition of equality of two M-power series could be made in terms 
of the maps defining the M-power series. However, we really wish to consider 
two M-power series as being the same if they consist of the same terms with 
nonzero coefficients, possibly in a different order. 
DEFINITION 5.6. If p and q are two M-power series, we define p = q 
if and only if there exists a bijection f : N --+ N such that for all i e N either 
p(i) = q(f(i)) or p(i) = Ox and q(f(i)) = Oy. 
If p and q are M-power series, the sum of p and q, (p q- q) is defined as 
(p + q)(2i) = p(i), 
(p + q)(2i - -  1) = q(i). 
I f  p and q are M-power series, the product of p and q, (p - q) is defined as 
(p • q)(g(i, j)) = p(i) • q(j),  
where g(i,j) is some computable bijection from N × N to N, and where 
p(i) " q( j )  is defined as c~ " c2xlx2 if p(i) = clx 1 and q( j)  = c~x 2 . 
An M-power series p is said to have finite support if there is some finite 
subset T C N such that if p(i) = cx and c =/= 0 then i ~ T. 
I f  p is an ;V/-power series with finite support, p will be called an 
M-polynomial.  
THEOREM 5.3. The set of all M-power series over V* with coefficients from 
M = ($ , . ,  1, O)forms a semiring under the operations -}- and " , the semiring 
of M-power series. The set of all M-polynomials over V* with coefficients from M 
also forms a semiring, the semiring of M-polynomials. Both these semirings 
contain a unique (up to =) multiplicative zero which is the power series z such 
that z(i) = 0 • x for all i ~ N. 
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6. GRAMMARS IN STANDARD FORM 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let G = <V, Vr ,  P, Aa) be a wpsg. G is in standard 
form if and only if every element of sup(P) is in one of the following forms: 
(Ai , AjAk) 
(AiA~ , A~) 
( Ai , a) 
(A,, A), 
whereA i ,A j ,A  k~V N anda~Vr .  
THEOREM 6.1. For every wpsg G = <V, Vr ,  P, A1) there exists a wpsg 
in standard form, G' = (V', VT , P', A1) such that 
(1) G' is an extension of G, 
(2) The projection of G into G' is the identity function, 
(3) L(G') = L(G). 
Proof. The productions of G are assumed to be elements of VN + × V*. 
We begin by using superscripts to index the productions of G: sup(P) = 
{r 1, r2,..., rk}. A production r j is in standard form if r j is of any of the forms 
(A,, A~A~), (A,Aj, Ak), (A,, a) or (A,,  A) where A , ,  At ,  Ak e Vz¢ and 
a ~ VT. For each production r~ of G, we form a sequence of productions 
l "j,1, t'J,2,..., r i'g~ as follows: 
(a) I f  r j = (x,y) is in standard form, then qj = 1, r j,1 = r j and 
p'(x, y) = p(x, y). 
(b) Suppose r~ is not in standard form, 
r j =(C  1C 2 . . .C~,DID 2'''D~) m>/ 1, n>~O 
We define a sequence of length m + n of productions in standard form 
which gobbles up the string C1C z "" Cm starting at the right and then 
spews out the string D1D 2 "" Dn, from right to left. In the definition given 
below, note that there are six categories of productions, some subset of which 
is used to construct he sequence (r j,1, rJ,~,..., r J,n~+n) of productions from 
any given r j. 
I fm=l ,n>0 
P' (C1,  Ej,1Dn) = 1 and we denote this production by r~,l; 
I fm>l ,n~0 
P'(Cm_lCm, E~,I) = 1 rJ'l; 
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I fm>2,  n>/0 
P'(Cm_2EL1 , E5,2) = 1 is denoted by rJ,2; 
P'(C~_,Ej,,_a, E;.,) = 1 
IYiC1Ej,m_2 , Ej  . . . .  l) = 1 
I fm > 1, n >0 
P'(E~,~_~, Ej,,~D~) = 1 
I fm>/1 ,  n>l  
P'(E~. ~,  E:,m+lDn_l) =- 1 
t#,s; 
l~j ,m-l;  
rJ,m; 
rJ,m+l; 
P'(Ej,~+n_~, Ej,,~+n_ID1) = 1 rJ,m+~'-l; 
I fm>/1 ,  n>~0 
P'(Ej,m+~-I, A) ~- P(C~C2 '"  C.~, D1D2 "" D~) r j'm+n. 
We have used double subscripts on the new variables Ei. ~ to indicate that 
there are distinct variables associated with each production; if i # s o r j  ~ t 
then Eid ~ Es,t. Furthermore, the E~,j variables are not elements of V. 
The construction exhibited results in m @ n productions for each production 
r ~ - -  (C1C 2 ... C.~, D ID  2 "" D . )  not in standard form. For each application 
of r j, say rJ(i), we will associate the sequence ~:(r~(i)) where if m > 1, 
~(rJ(i)) = rJ,l(i + m -- 2), rJ,2(i + m -- 3) ..... rJ,m-l(i), 
rJ,m+l(i),..., rJ,'~+~-l(i), rJ,,~+~(i), 
andi f  m= !, 
~(r~(i)) = rJ,l(i), r~,2(i) ..... rJ,'+l(i). 
We assert without proof that 
(1) If rJ(i) is applicable to w and wr~(i) = x, then ~(rJ(i)) is applicable 
to w and w~(rJ(i)) = x. 
(2) The product of the weights of the elements of the sequence 
~:(rJ(i)) is equal to the weight of r~(i). 
We now turn to the problem of defining G '= <V' ,Vr ,P ' ,A I> in 
standard form, given G = (V, Vr ,  P,-all>, where sup(P) has k elements. 
Set V' =VU{E i , j [  1 ~ i~<k,  1 ~<j <ms-+-ni} where r ~ =(x ,y ) ,  
I x I = mi, ]Y I = n~. We now show that G' = <V', Vr ,  P', t/l> as defined 
above is an extension of G with the projection function equal to the identity 
function. In order to prove that G' is an extension of G with the identity 
projection function, we must establish a map from derivations in G to those 
643/2I]4-5 
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in G'. We do this by extending the map ~ and using that map as the effectively 
calculable injection from derivations in G to those in G'. 
DEFINITION 6.2. I f  d = x is a derivation of length 0 in G, then ~(d) 
is the corresponding derivation x of length 0 in G'. I f  d = x, r1(il), 
r2(i2) ..... rt(it) is a derivation ofy  from x in G, t > 0, then ~:(d) = x, ~:(r1(il)), 
~(r2(i~)) ..... ~(r~(i~)). 
Clearly ~(d) is a derivation o fy  in G'. We will show that if d is canonical 
then ~(d) is canonical. To show this we recall that a left interchange is defined 
if and only if ij+l + mJ+l ~< ij (where m s is the length of the antecedent of 
the production r~.). It can be seen by inspection of the sequence ~(r~'(i)) that 
this relation will not hold inside the sequence. Consider the concatenation 
of two sequences ~(rJ(u)), ~:(rk(v)). I f  an interchange is not possible for the 
pair rJ(u), rk(v), then v + ml~ > u. The last element of ~(rJ(u)) has u as its 
index of application. The sum of the index of application plus the length 
of the antecedent for rk(v) is equal to that same sum for the first element of 
~(rk(v)). Consequently the inequality is maintained and an interchange is 
not possible. It follows immediately that for every canonical derivation d 
in G, ~:(d) is a canonical derivation in G'. Clearly the map ~ is injective since 
the original definition of s ~ mapped distinct productions in G to distinct 
sequences of productions in G'. 
To complete the proof we must show there are no canonical derivations 
in G' from x to y, x, y c V* which are not the image under the map ~: of a 
canonical derivation in G. 
The proof is by induction on the length of canonical derivations in G'. 
Let d 1' be a canonical derivation in G' of y from x, d l '=  x, ra'(ii'), 
r2'(iff) ,..., rt'(it'). I f  dl '  is of length 0, then x = y and d x' is the image under 
of the derivation in G of x from x of length 0. Suppose t > 0 and all canonical 
derivations from w to z in G' of length less than t are the image under ~: of 
canonical derivations in G if w and z are elements of V*. It  follows that if 
the initial segment rl'(ia'), r2'(i2'),... , rff(iff) is equal to ~(rJ(i~)) for some r j 
of G, then d 1' is the image of a canonical derivation in G. To see this, note 
that 
xrl'( i l ') " '  rff(iff) = x~(rJ(ij)). 
By Theorem 3.5, the derivation 
d2' = xrx'(il') r~'(i~') --" rff(iff), rk+l(i~+l),..., r t ' ( i [ )  
is canonical in G'. By the induction hypothesis, there is a canonical derivation 
d2 = xr~(ix), r2(i2) ..... r~(i~) such that ~:(d~)= d2'. By the definition of 
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• t t • t ~(rJ(il)), we note that i 1 = i k' and zk+ 1 + ink+ 1 > *k and it follows that 
i 2 + mz > i 1 . Hence no left interchange is defined for the first pair of 
productions of 
d l=  x, rJ(il), r~(i2),..., rs(is), 
and consequently d 1 is canonical. Hence d 1' is the image under ~ of the 
canonical derivation d 1 in G. 
To complete the proof, we need to show that if d 1' is canonical, then some 
initial segment ri(il'),... , r~' (i~') is equal to ~(r~(il)) for some r j. Clearly the 
production ri' is r j,1 (that is, the first element of the sequence ~(rJ)) for some 
r j of G since only these productions in G' have antecedents in V*. Suppose 
the first s productions in dl', s > 0, are the first s elements of the sequence 
~:(rJ(il)). We will show that the entire sequence ~:(rJ(il)) must appear as the 
initial portion of the sequence of productions of dl'. I f  r j is in standard form, 
then s ~ 1 and the assertion holds. Suppose r j is not in standard form and 
m~ @ nj > s. Then mj + n~ is the number of productions in ~(r~(il)) and for 
k < m s + n3. , the variable E~,~ occurs in x(rl')(il' ) ... rk'(i~') as the ik' 
symbol of the string. We wish to show that r£+ 1 must be r j,k+l. Since the 
variable Ej,~ must be rewritten for y to be in V*, there must be some 
production rq'(iq') in the derivation xrl'(il ' ) ..-rk'(i~'), r7c+1(i~+1) ..... rt'(it') 
such that iq' <~ ik' and for all j, k < j < q, i 3' > ik'. Since d 1' is canonical, 
iq' + m~' > i'q_ 1 . By examination of the productions of G', it can be seen 
that whether or not r~'(iq') re-writes Ej,k, iq '+ mq'~< ik' + 1. But if 
' t  I t t " I ik' < Zq-1 then '4 ~ mq <~ zq-1, implying that a left interchange L(q -- 1) 
is defined for the derivation dl', contrary to our hypothesis that d 1' is 
-¢ • ! • t • r . t  - t canonical. Hence zq_ 1 ~< zq, and since zq ~ zl~ it follows that zq_ 1 ~< tT~ 
and hence q - -1  = k and rq'(iq') = r~+1(i~+1). But i~+z ~< ik' and 
! - t  
i~+ 1+ m;~+x > iz~' together imply that E¢,k is rewritten by rk+l(zk+x); hence 
r~+ x is rJ,k+L We can therefore conclude that the entire sequence ~(x, r~(il)) 
is an initial subsequence of dl'. 
We conclude that ~ is a bijection from the set of canonical derivations in G 
to the set of canonical derivations in G' from strings in V* to strings in V*. 
Therefore G' is an extension of G with the identity projection function, and 
since both grammars have the initial symbol A~, it follows that L(G) = L(G') 
and G and G' are strongly equivalent. 
EXAMPLES: The following examples illustrate the way in which 
productions of G are replaced by sequences of productions in G', using the 
construction described in Theorem 6.1. The j subscripts have been omitted, 
since they are constant hroughout each sequence of productions in G'. 
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(a) The production r(k) = (C a , DID2D3D4)(k ) is replaced by 
~(r(k)) = (Ca, EaD4)(k), (El,  E~D3)(k), (E2 , EaD2)(k), 
(E3 , E4D1)(k), (E4, A)(k). 
(b) The production r(k) ---- (CaC~, A)(k) is replaced by 
~(r(k)) = (GG, G)(k), (E l ,  A)(k). 
(c) The production r(k) = (C1C2Ca, DID2)(k ) is replaced by 
se(r(k)) = (C2Cs, E1)(k @ 1), (CIEa, E2)(k), (E2, EaD2)(k ), 
(E3 , E4Da)(k), (E4 , A)(k). 
7. POWER SERIES FOR WPSG's 
Let G-  (V, Vr ,P ,  A1) be a wpsg in standard form over the zero 
monoid M. We will construct a grammar G' associated with G as follows: 
G' = (V', Vr', P',  A1}, 
Vr '  = VrW ~¢N, 
V' = V•u  VT'. 
The function P '  is defined in terms of P as follows: 
p'(Ai, A&)  = P (&,  &&), 
P'(A,,-#jAT~) ~ P(AjA,  , Ak), (7.1) 
P' (A, ,  a) = P(A i , a), 
P' (A i ,  A) = P(Aa, A). 
The grammar G' differs from G in the following ways: There are new 
terminal symbols in G' (which we represent by barred nonterminal symbols), 
and the productions of G which replace two symbols by one symbol are 
replaced by productions which are context-free. In the classical notation, 
AjAi  --* Ak is replaced by A i ~ d~.d k . I f  the reader keeps in mind that ~zi~- 
will play the role of a right inverse for A s , it will be apparent hat we will 
replace A i by A~ only if the "left-context locator" dy cancels with a "left- 
context" Aj .  
Remark 7.1. G' is a weighted context-free grammar. However, it is not 
in standard form since Aj is not a non-terminal symbol. 
We will now associate a set of equations with G'. The equations we use 
will not be the conventional set associated with a context-free grammar 
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(Chomsky and Schutzenberger, 1963) because we are presently concerned 
with derivations in G rather than strings over Vr .  
Let Vn '= VN = {-//1, A2 .... , "//n}. Define v = {A1, A2 ..... An} to be a 
set of variables isomorphic to but disjoint from Vn', and g a monoid homo- 
morphism: 
g : V'* ~ (~ w Vr')*,  
g(Ai) = Ai ,  A i E VN' , 
g(a) = a, a ~Vr '  = Vr kJ VN" 
We define a set of n functions in the n noncommuting variables of v as follows: 
el(A1, A2 ,..., An) = ~ P ' (A i ,  y) g(y) + A~ 1 ~< i ~ n. (7.2) 
yEV'* 
The set of n functions defined by (7.2) can be used to generate an infinite 
sequence of M-polynomials as follows: 
Ai° = A i ,  1 ~< i ~< n, (7.3) 
A7+1 = ¢i(Al~, A2m,..., A,~m), I ~ i ~ n, m >/0. 
Terminology. We will use the words term and summand to refer to portions 
of any polynomial Ai m as follows: 
(i) Ai is the sole term and summand of Ai ° 
(ii) I f  A~. '+1 ~- •i(Aim,...,/In m) and 
¢i(A1,'", An) ~- 2 P ' (A i 'y )  g(Y) @Ai '  
y~V'* 
then each polynomial P ' (A I ,  y) g(y)  evaluated at AI~ , Am..., An~ is a term 
of A~ +1 and A i is a term of Am +1. Note that each term is an M-polynomial. 
The individual summands of each of the terms are the summands of the terms 
as well as the summands of A~ +1. 
EXAMPLE. Let M be the integers under ", and G = ({A, B, C, a, b}, 
{a, b}, P, A), where 
P(A, BB) = 1, 
P (AA,  A) = 2, 
I,(BC, A) --  3, 
P(B,  A) = 1, 
P (A ,  a) = 1. 
643/z 1/4-5" 
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Then G' = ({A, B, C, A, B, C, a, b}, {A, B, C, a, b}, P' ,  .4), where 
P'(A,  BB) = 1, 
P'(A, .4A) ~ 2, 
P'(C,/~A) = 3, 
P'(B, A) = 1, 
P'(A, a) = 1. 
Furthermore, if g(A) = A1, g(B) = As, g(C) = /t3, then 
¢1 = 1A~A2 + 2"4A1 + la + IA, 
Cz = 1A + 1B, 
¢~ = 3/~A a + 1C. 
I f  we do not explicitly write coefficients of 1, then 
A1 ° = A, 
A2 ° = B,  
A3 ° = C, 
A11 = BB + 2.4A q- a + A, 
A~ 1 = A + B, 
Aa I = 3BA + C, 
A12 ~ A + B + B + BB + 2ABB + 4A-A-A + 2Aa + 2AA -{- a + A, 
A2 2 =A + B, 
A3 2 = 3BBB 4- 6BAA + 3Ba + 3BA + C. 
The polynomial A1 ~ has four terms if m > 0; for m = 2 the terms are the 
following: 
A+B+B+BB 
2.4BB + 4A-A-A + 2Aa + 2.ffA 
a 
A. 
The number of summands of the polynomial At m is a function of the value 
of m. For m = 2, there are ten summands: A, B, B, BB, 2ABB, 4-.ff.ffA, 
2-/ia, 2AA, a, and A. 
Notation. Throughout his section various structures and their elements 
must be kept distinct. We will use the following conventions, sometimes 
with subscripts: 
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(a) cs will denote an arbitrary summand of a polynomial Ai m generated 
by Eq. (7.3). Thus e ~ S and s ~ (V ~A ~¢)*. Note that s may contain both 
barred and unbarred factors. 
(b) u, v, w, x, y, and z will denote elements of (VtA ~¢)* over the 
alphabet V. Note that all factors of these elements are unbarred. 
(c) U, V, W, X, Y and Z will denote the images under the Dyck 
homomorphism h of u, v, w, x, y and z respectively. Thus U, V,..., Z are 
elements of H(V) defined by the equations 
Note that 
A----A, 
XA-~AX,  A~V,  XEV* .  
UU = VV- -  --  ZZ  = A. 
Remark 7.2. The Dyck homomorphism h is defined over the domain 
(V u V)* and the alphabet V' of G' is a subset of V u V. Consequently if cs 
is a summand of a polynomial A~ m generated by Eqs. (7.3), then h(s) ~ H(V). 
LEMMA 7.1. I f  there are p summands equal to es in Aim , then there are at 
least p summands equal to es in A~ +1. 
The proof is by induction on m, where the assertion is taken to apply 
uniformly to all members of the set {Ai m ] 1 ~ i ~ n}. 
DEHNITION 7.1. For 1 ~ i~n,  m --~ 0,1, 2,..., the set ~i  m is the set 
of all derivations in G such that if d ~ ~i  ~, then 
(a) d is in tdf of height m or less, 
(b) d is a derivation from some xA i to y where x ~ VN*, y ~ V*, 
(c) every symbol of x is rewritten by a production of d, 
(d) if d is of length greater than zero, then the first production of d 
rewrites the rightmost symbol of xA i . 
Remark 7.3. Note that the derivations of height 0 from Ai to A i are 
included in ~i  m for all m. However, all other derivations of height 0 are 
excluded. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let d ~ ~i  m be a derivation from xA i to y, where x v~ A. 
Then 
(a) the length of d is greater than 0, 
(b) the first production of d is of the form (A~ , AjAk) or (AjAi  , Ak). 
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Proof. Since x @ A and every symbol of x is rewritten by d, the length 
of d must be greater than 0. Suppose the first production of d were of the 
form (A i ,  A). Then if d were of length 1, x would not be rewritten, which 
violates the hypothesis that d E ~i  m. I f  d were of length > 1, the antecedent 
of the second production would be a substring of x, which violates 
Lemma 3.3c. 
DEFINITION 7.2. For every m ~ 0, ~q~i m is the disjoint union of the 
singleton sets of summands cs of Ai m such that ¢ is a coefficient from M, 
s ~ V'* and h(s) = XY for some X ~ VN*, Y ~ V*. 
Remark 7.4. Note that two or more summands of Aim may be equal, and 
in such a case they are still to be considered istinct elements of the set S~i m. 
We will not establish a mechanism for distinguishing among equal but 
distinct summands. Although S~i m and ~9~im+l are defined relative to distinct 
polynomials, by Lemma 7.1 there is an injection from ~m to ~m+l which 
takes each summand in ~9~im to an equal summand in ~9~i m+l. Consequently, 
we will treat ~m as a subset of ~9~i m+l. 
The next lemma provides half the basis for our principle result. It 
establishes an injection from certain derivations in tdf over (7 into the set 
of summands of the polynomials generated by Eqs. (7.3). In particular, 
a derivation in tdf from xA i to y is mapped to a term cs as follows (recall 
that x and X represent he same symbol strings over (V U V)* and H(V) 
respectively, as do y and Y); 
(1) I f  d is a derivation from xA i of height k ~ m, then cs is a summand 
of A~ +j for j ~ 0, 
(2) If d is a derivation from xA i to y where x E VN*, then h(s) = XY.  
(3) The weight of d, co(d), is equal to c, the coefficient of the summand. 
The lemma allows us to conclude that the polynomial Ai m will contain a 
summand for each sentential form generated from A i with a derivation in 
tdf of height m or less. This follows from the fact that X may be the empty 
string. 
LEMMA 7.3. For each m ~ 0 there is a natural injection tim such that: 
~m (a) ~m : UI<,<~ ~i  m-*  U~<~<~ i , 
(b) ~m(~) C Gin, 
(c) I f  tim(d) = cs, cs ~ S~i m and h(s) = XY ,  then d is a derivation from 
xA i to y and co(d) = c, 
(d) I f  d ~ ~ i  m then tim(d) = fim+~(d). 
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Proof (by induction on m). For m = 0, if d 6 ~ i  ° then d is the derivation 
of length 0 from A i to Ai and oJ(d) = 1. The only element of 5~i ° is the 
summand Ai ,  and we set ri°(d) = Ai .  
Assume we have established /3 ~ for all s ~ m and furthermore that 
fl~(d) = fi~-X(d) for any d of height s --  1 or less (we are guaranteed this 
possibility by Lemma 7.1). We now construct he map fim+L We begin by 
setting fim+i(d) = tim(d) for all d of height m or less. For a derivation d 
of height m + 1 we then consider four cases corresponding to the four 
possible forms of the first production of d. 
Case 1. Suppose the first production of d is of the form (Ai, A). We 
will show that d is of length 1 and m = 0. I f  d were not of length 1, the 
second production would have an antecedent contained in x, and x =/= A. 
But by Lemma 7.2b, if x va A then the first production may not be of the 
form (Ai, A). It follows that d is of length 1 and therefore of height 1 and x 
is the empty string. The weight of d is therefore P(A i , A). By the definition 
of Ai 1 (Eq. (7.3), since g(A) = A there is a term in Ai 1 equal to P'(Ai, A)A 
and this summand is in 5~ ~. We set fi~(d) = P'(A~, A)A. 
Case 2. Suppose the first production 
argument for Case 1 given above holds 
substituted for "A" wherever it appears. 
of d is of the form (Ai, a). The 
throughout with the symbol "a"  
Case 3. Suppose d = xAi r1(il),..., r~(i,) is an element of ~m+l 
w(d) = c, and the first production of d is of the form (AjAi, Ak). Then 
x = wA s and the derivation d'  = wAk, r2(i2) ..... r,(it) is a derivation of y 
of weight e', where e = P(AjA i , A1~) • e'. By Lemma 3.3b, d' is in tdf and 
of height m. Since all of x is rewritten by d, all of w is rewritten by d'. I f  
m = 0, then the height of d'  is 0, w = A and e' = 1. In this case, we set 
ill(d) = P'(AjAi, A~) .ff~A~ °, where Ak ° ~ Ak. I f  m > 0, then the height 
of d'  is greater than 0 and by Lemma 3.3c the rightmost symbol of wA~ is 
in the antecedent of the first production of d'. It follows that d' ~ ~k m and 
by the induction hypothesis there is a summand fi~(d') = e's' in A~ m such 
that h(s') = WY. Consequently, in the term P'(AjA~, A~) .~jA~ m of A~ +1 
there appears a summand P'(AjAi,  A~) . e'A-j which we define to be the 
value of fi'~+l(d). This summand satisfies our requirements since 
P'(A~Ai, &) = p(&A,, &) 
and 
h(s') = WY implies 
implies P'(AjAi, Ak)" e' = c = co(d), 
h (A / )  = AjWY = WAjY = .XY. 
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Case 4. Suppose d : xA, ,  r1(il),..., r,(i,) is an element of N~+I such 
that the first production of d is of the form (A , ,  A jAk) .  If  d is a derivation 
of y, then d' : xA jA~,  r2(i2) ..... re(it) is a derivation o fy  in tdf of height m 
(by Lemma 3.3), and o~(d) : P (A i ,  AjAk)  • ~o(d'). However, d'  may not be 
an element of ~em. We must consider two cases. 
(a) A~. and A~ are rewritten by the same production of d. By Lemma 
3.3c, this must be the first production of d' and therefore d' ~ ~k m. By the 
induction hypothesis there is a summand c's' of A~m such that fl~(d') = c's', 
c' = ~o(d'), and h(s') = XA~Y = AsX~ 
Hence the term P(A~, A~A~)Aj~z]~ m contains a summand 
P(A~, A~A~) • c'Ajs '  
which we define to be the value of flm+l(d). This satisfies the assertion since 
the coefficientis oJ(d) mad h(Ajs') ---- AjA jXY  = XY .  
(b) Aj and A~ are not rewritten by the same production of d. Let 
d" = xA~A, ,  r~'(i~), r[(i~'),..., r'~(i~') be the canonical derivation similar to 
d'. Then r~'(i~') : r1'(i1') by Lemma 3.5. Specify s such that r~(i~) rewrites 
the rightmost symbol of xAjA~ if such a production exists, otherwise 
• ,t T t , I t  . t ,  l ,  . I t  s = t + 1. Then xA jAe ,  rl(Zl),... , r ,_ l (s- l )  and xA~A~rl(zx) ... rs_x(z~_z) , 
r~(i~),..., r'~(i~') are both canonical derivations by Theorem 3.3. Since A~ 
is not rewritten by the first s - -  1 productions of d", the derivation xA~,  
r~'(i~'),..., r~_l(is"_x) is also canonical. Let dl be the derivation of u in tdf 
similar to xA j ,  r~(i['),..., r~"_l(i~"l) and let de be the derivation of y in tdf 
" "" r" ri" ~ " "" " "" similar to xAjAkrl(zX) "'" s-l~ 8-1J, rs(zs),..., r,(z,). By Theorem 3.4, xA jA~,  
dx(0), d2(0 ) is similar to d'. I f  d 1 rewrites all of x, then d 1 ff ~j~. In that case, 
d~ will rewrite some suffix, say w of u, u = vw, and consequently d~' = wA~,  
d~(-- ]v [) is in the set ~ew'. In this case if d 2' is a derivation of z then 
y = vz. By the induction hypothesis, tim(d1) = ClS x where h(Sl) = -~U = 
XVW and co(d1) = c 1 . Furthermore, tim(d2' ) = e2s 2 where h(s~) = WZ 
and co(d~') = e~. Then we set fim+l(d) equal to the summand P(Ai ,  A~A~) • 
cx • e~SlS ~. This satisfies the assertion since 
h(SlS~) = XVWWZ = XVZ = XY .  
I f  x = vw, v ¢ A,  and d~ rewrites only w, then da' = wA~,  d~(] x [ - -  [ v I) 
is a derivation of z in ~f~. In that case d2 will rewrite all of vzA~ and will 
therefore be a member o f~ m. Furthermore, fim(dx' ) = C lS  1 where co(dx) = c~ 
and h(s 0 = WZ,  and fl~(d~) = c2s~ where co(dz) = c~ and h(s~) = VZY.  
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We set  f lm+l (d )  = P(Ai ,  AjA~).  c1" c2sxsz. Note that h(sxs2) = WZZVY = 
VWY = XY .  
In order to complete the proof of Lemma 7.3 we must show tim to be 
injective. The proof is by induction on m. All parts of the induction except 
part (b) of Case (4) are straightforward, since they map a derivation of height 
m + 1 to a product of summands, one of which is associated with a derivation 
of height m. In part (b) of Case (4) a derivation d of height m + 1 is mapped 
to a product of two summands, each of which can be of height less than m. 
However, the two factors of the product are uniquely specified as summands 
associated with two derivations imilar to a pair of canonical derivations. 
In turn, the two canonical derivations are uniquely determined by d and 
distinct derivations determine distinct pairs of canonical derivations. It 
follows that fim+l is injective and the Lemma is established. 
The next lemma provides the remaining basis for our principal result; 
it is a weak converse to Lemma 7.3. It establishes that for every summand 
cs in the polynomial Ai m, if h(s) --~ X~Y, then there is a corresponding 
derivation d of weight e and height no greater than 2 m --  1 from xAi to y, 
where x E VN* and y ff V*. 
LEMMA 7.4. For each m >~ 0 there is a natural injection 3 m such that 
(a) ~,m: Ul~i~ ~'~i m ~ Ul~i~n ~ m-l, 
(b) ~m : S~i m C ~,~-1, 
(c) I f  3~(cs )= d, cs ~ 5ei m and h(s )= XY,  then d is a derivation 
from xA i to y and w(d) = c, 
(d) I f  cs ~ ~i ~ then 3m+l(es) = 3m(cs). 
Proof by induction on m. For m = 0 the only element of 5~/° is Ai and 
~°(Ai) is set equal to the derivation of zero length from Ai to Ai • Assume 
the maps 3 8 have been established for all s ~ m and that for every summand 
cs mapped to d ~ N~s-l_l by 3 s-1 there is exactly one corresponding summand 
cs mapped to (the same) d ~ _~,-1 by 3 ~. We now construct the map 3 ~+1 as 
follows: For each summand es 6 5~ +1 which appears in 5~/~, we set 3'~+~(cs) 
equal to 3~(es). Consider a summand es of ~9°~+lwhich does not appear in 5~/m. 
Then cs is a summand of a term of one of the following types: 
(1) c'a, c' = P(A i ,  a), 
(2) c'A, c'  = P(A~,A),  
(3) e'AjAk% c' : P(AsAi ,  A~), 
(4) c'Aj~Ak m, e' = P(A~ , AjA~). 
We will treat each of these cases individually. 
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Case 1. I f cs  is a summand of the term c'a then m =0,  c =c '  and 
s = a. Consequently, h(a) = a and we set 31(cs) equal to the derivation 
(of height 1) d = Ai((Ai,  a), 1). Note that to(d) = P (A , ,  a) = c. 
Case 2. Similar to Case 1 with e = c', s = A and h(A) = A. Set 81(cs) 
equal to the derivation Ai ,  ((Ai, A), 1). 
Case 3. The summand cs is a summand of a term P(AjAi ,  A,) .~Akm. 
Then cs = (c'Aj)(clq) where c' = P (A jA i ,  Ae) and s = Ajs 1 . Since the 
elements of ¢¢n are right inverses and not left inverses for the elements of 
Vn ,  h(s) = XY implies that h(Xdl  ) = A~XIY where AjX  1 = X1A j = X. 
Then h(sl) = XIY  and by the induction hypothesis 3m(eih) d ~ ~-1  = 1 J~ , 
to(d1) = cl and d 1 is a derivation in tdf of y from XlAI~. Set d = xIA~A i , 
((AjA~,A~), ]x~]q-1) ,  d~(0). Then d is in tdf, to (d )= c"c~ and the 
height of d is no greater than 1 -1- 2 ~ - -  1 = 2 m < 2 ~+1 - -  1. We specify d 
as the value of 8m+X(cs). 
Case 4. The summand cs is a summand of a term P(A i ,  AjAk) Aj~A~. 
Then cs = e'(exsl)(c~s2) where e' = P (A / ,  AjA~), c = c' • c1" c2 and 
s = sxs ~ . Since h(s) = XY and the elements of ~¢N are right inverses but 
not left inverses for the elements VN of the free half-group, it follows that 
h(s~) = X~YI,  h(s2) = X2Ye and X~Y~- Xg.Ye = XY  (where the operation 
is in the free half-group). The following possibilities exist: 
(i) Y1-----YaX~, which implies X =-~1,  Y = YaY2, and XY  = 
Xl Y~G ; 
(ii) X~ = YIXa, which implies X ----- XtXa,  Y = I72, and XY --- 
X1X3Y¢~ .
Suppose (i) holds. Then XY = X IYaY 2 . By the induction hypothesis, 
8~(clh) is a derivation a ~2~-1 •-~1 ~ '~ j  such that dl  is of height no greater than 
2 ~ - -  1, to(d~) = c~ and dl  is a derivation from x,A~ = xA~ to y ,  = yax~. 
Similarly 3~(c=s2) is a derivation d~ ~ ~-1  such that d2 is of height no 
greater than 2 r~ - -  1, ~o(d=) = c2 and d2 is a derivation from x~A~ to y2.  
Then d'  = xAi ,  ((A i , A~A~), ]x [), d~(0), ddl  Y3 1) is a derivation from 
xAi to y. Furthermore, d '  is equivalent o some derivation d in tdf, 
~o(d) = c' • c~ • c2, and the height of d is no greater than 1 + 2(2 ~ - -  1) = 
2 '~+1 - -  1. Since every element of x is rewritten by either d~(0) or de( [ Ya [), 
it follows that d ~ ~+*-~ and we set 8r~+l(cs) = d. 
Suppose (ii) holds. Then by the induction hypothesis, 3m(cls~) is a derivation 
dx e ~-x ,  to(dt) = ct and da is a derivation of y~ from x~A~. Similarly, 
3r~(c2s=) is a derivation d2 ~ ~-1 ,  o~(d=)= c= and de is a derivation of 
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Y2 = Y from x2A k = xaylA k . Then d ---- xAi , ((Ai , AjAk) , l x 1), d~([ x~ ]), 
d2(0) is a derivation of y from xAi in tdf, ~o(d) = c' " e 1 • e2 and the height 
of d is no greater than 1 + 2(2 m -- 1) ~ 2 ~+1 -- 1. It follows that d ~ ~+1_1  
and we set 8m+l(cs) = d. 
We now need to show 8 ~ is injecfive. We proceed by induction on m. 
Clearly 8 ° is injective since it maps the constant erm Ai to the derivation of 
zero length from A i to A i . 
We assume 8 8 is injective for s ~ m and consider two distinct (but not 
necessarily unequal) summands e's' and e"s" contained in the set of 
M-polynomials {A~ n+l [ 1 ~ i ~ n}. I f  c's' occurs in A~ +1 and c"s" occurs in 
A~ +1 and i v a j, then the summands are mapped to derivations from unequal 
initial strings and it follows that 8"~+l(e's')~/~ 8 *+l(c"s"). I f  c's' and c"s" 
both occur in the same A m+l but occur as summands of different erms, then 
they are mapped to derivations with different initial productions and it 
follows that 8~+l(c's') ~ 8m+l(c"s"). 
Now suppose that the summands c's' and c"s" occur as distinct summands 
of a common term. This can only occur for terms of the forms c2i~Ak ~ and 
cAj~Ae ~. Assume they are summands of a term cA0-A~% Then they have as 
factors distinct summands in A~.  But by the induction hypothesis, distinct 
summands in A~ ~ are mapped to derivations which are not similar. Con- 
sequently if e's' and e"s" both occur as summands of a term cAjA5 "~, they are 
mapped to unequal tdf derivations which have the same initial production. 
Suppose c's' and c"s" occur as distinct summands of a term cAj~A~% 
Then for some summands cl'Sl' , c"s 1 of A~m and c2's(, c~s~ of A~ m, 
c ' s '=  (cl'sl ')(c(s() and c"s . . . . . . . . . .  = (clsl)(c~s,)  where either Cl'S 1' and cls 1" 
are distinct or c2's ~' and c~s~' are distinct. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
! t m tt r/ tp m t/ tt p if 8~(c1'sl ') ---- d l ,  8~(c(s2 ') = d2, 8 (clsl) = di and 8 (c~s~) = d 2 then 
either d 1' ~ d~ or d (  ~ d~'. Let di'  be a derivation from xi'A j to Yi' and d~ 
be a derivation from x~'.A~ to y~ and let di* and d~** be canonical derivations 
similar to di' and d~', respectively. Then by construction of 8 ~+1, if we set 
Pl = Ix ] - -  Ix al andp2 = Ix ] - -  [x 1 [+ [Y l [ - -  Ix~l, theimages under 
8 ~+l of o's' and c"s" are the derivations in tdf similar to xAi((Ai ,  AjAk) , Ix 1), 
d~'(p~), d((p~) and xAi ,  ((Ai,  AjAk), ] x I), d~(pl), d~(p~), respectively. These 
derivations in turn are similar to d* = xA i ,  ((Ai,  A~A~), ix I), d~*(p~), 
d~*(pe) and d** = x-/li, ((Ai ,  A~A~), [x I), d~**(p~), d~*(p2), respectively, 
and d* and d** are, by Lemma 3.6, canonical derivations. But either 
d~* @ d~** or d~* ~, d~**, and the first production of both d~* and d** 
rewrites the rightmost symbol of xA~Ae. Hence d* 5/= d** and therefore 
d* % d**. It follows that 8~+~(c's ') @ 8m+~(c"s"), thus establishing that 8 m+~ 
is injective. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.4. 
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Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 together ensure that when we establish the Eqs. (7.2) 
for a grammar G and proceed to iteratively obtain the M-polynomials AI '~ 
for each i and m, we obtain neither too much nor too little. Every derivation 
d ~ ~i  ~ is represented by a summand in every 5Pi ~ for p /> m and every 
summand in S~i ~ represents ome derivation d ~ i~- l -  
Note that straightforward analogs of Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4 exist for 
grammars which are not in standard form. The restricted form of the 
productions imposed here permits somewhat easier proofs. 
We can now proceed to find the weights of words of a language over a 
semiring S. I f  G has a semiring for a coefficient structure, then addition is 
defined for the summands ClS and c2s and the sum is (c 1 + c2)s. We can also 
modify the Dyck homomorphism so that it is a map from polynomials over 
the noncommuting variables in V ~)V to polynomials over the elements 
of the half-group generated by V. We define, for the Dyck homomorphism h,
the map h'  as follows: 
DEFINITION 7.3. h'(ClS 1 + c2s2) = clh(sl) + c2h(s~); c l ,  ca E S and Sl, 
s~ e (V u q)*. 
We immediately obtain the following corollary to Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let G be a wpsg over the semiring S. Define the Eqs. (7.2) 
from G, and solve for Ai miteratively according to Eqs. (7.3). The coefficient of 
XY  in h'(Ai '~) is the sum of the weights of derivations in a set D of derivations 
in tdf, where no two derivations in D are similar, D includes all derivations of y 
from xAi in ~i  ~, and D includes no derivations which are not derivations from 
xAi to y contained in ~, , -1  
For the sequence of polynomials h'(Ai~), m = 1, 2, 3,..., associated with 
some A i ~ Vn,  we can eliminate all terms of h'(Ai) which are not of the form 
eX, X ~ VT*, by defining a map h" with the same domain and range as h' 
as follows: 
DEFINITION 7.4. 
h"(cs) : h'(cs), if h(s) ~ Vr*, 
=0 if h(s) 6Vr* ,  
hrt(ClSl -~ c2s2) ~--- h~(ClSl) ~- h"(e~s2). 
For a given polynomial Ain* the function h" maps any term es to the additive 
identity of the semiring of power series unless h'(es) = c-~Y and X = A. 
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Consequently, only strings in Vr* which are derivable from d i have nonzero 
tt m coefficients in h (A i ). 
THEOREM 7.1. Let G be a wpsg over a semiring S = {S, + ,  ", 0, 1) such 
that there are only a finite number of derivations for any word x ~ VT*. Then 
the sequence 
h"(z]11), h"(z]12), h"(zlla),... 
converges to p(G), the power series associated with G. 
The proof is straightforward using the Definitions 5.1 and 5.3 and 
Corollary 6.1. 
I f  we only wish to investigate whether or not a string is in a language we 
may construct a grammar appropriate to the task by utilizing the boolean 
semiring B = {{0, 1}, -}-, ", 0, 1). 
THEOREM 7.2. Let G : {V, Vr  , P, A1) be a wpsg (over either a semiring 
or zero monoid). There is a grammar G' = {V, Vr ,  P' ,  -//1) over the boolean 
semiring B such that 
~o'(x) = 1 i f  x ~ L(G) 
= 0 otherwise, 
where ~o'(x) is the weight of x in G'. 
Proof. We define P'(x, y) ~- 1 if and only if P(x, y) J= 0. This makes 
every derivation in G a derivation in G'. Consequently, since 1 + 1 : 1, 
if a word has at least one derivation in G, its weight in G' is 1. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let G = {V, Vr ,  P, d l )  be an arbitrary wpsg and 
G '= {V, VT, P', d 1) the wpsg over the boolean semiring B such that 
P'(x, y) = 1 i f  and only if P(x, y) ~ O. Let All, AI 2 .... be the sequence of 
polynomials obtained from G'. Then h"(A11), h"(A12),.., converges to p(G') = 
p(L(G)). 
The constructions used here also have implications for the classical theory 
of languages. Since every recursively enumerable set is generated by a type 0 
grammar, it follows from Theorem 7.2 that for every recursively enumerable 
set E C Vr* there is a wpsg G = (V, Vr ,  P, d l )  over the boolean semiring B 
such that x a E if and only if o ) (x )= 1. Consider a fixed recursively 
enumerable set E C Vr* and wpsg G over B such that L(G)= E. Let 
G' ~ {V', Vr', P ' , -d l )  be the grammar constructed implicitly from G by 
Eq. (7.1). Then if there is a derivation from A 1 to s and h(s) a gr* ,  it follows 
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that h(s)6L(G).  Note that s may not be a member of V~*. However, 
Griffiths (1968) has exhibited a means to create a grammar G"= 
(V", V', P", A~) which has the alphabet of G' as its terminal alphabet and 
such that there is a weight-preserving bijection from the set of derivations 
of any sentential form s 6 V'* to the set of derivations of the same string 
over the terminal alphabet of G". (This construction is not difficult, but the 
puzzled reader is referred to Definition 6.2 and Lemma 6.2 of Griffiths 
(1968).) 
If we set L = L(G"), we then have established 
THEOREM 7.3. For every recursively enumerable set E C V* there is a 
context-free language L over V' D V u V such that E = h(L) n V*. 
This is similar to the following theorem of Griffiths (1968) which he 
obtained using machinery very much like ours. 
THEOREM (Griffiths). Every recursively enumerable set can be expressed 
as the homomorphic image of the intersection of a context-free language and 
a Dyck set. 
An important difference between the theorem of Griffiths and our 
Theorem 7.3, however, is that the homomorphism of Griffiths' theorem is 
from one free monoid to another. Theorem 7.3, on the other hand, requires 
the more powerful homomorphism from a free monoid to a free half-group. 
This distinction is also important in regard to the theorem which is commonly 
stated as follows (Ginsburg, 1966, p. 37). 
THEOREM. I f  L is a context-free language and -r is a homomorphism, then 
~-(L) is a context-free language. 
In fact, this theorem requires the additional hypothesis that the codomain 
of ~" is a free monoid. Clearly the set h(L) of Theorem 7.3 is not context- 
free, since V* is a regular set and the intersection of a context-free language 
and a regular set is a context-free language. 
APPENDIX 
This appendix contains outlines of the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. 
Together, these theorems establish that the set of derivations in tdf forms 
a complete set of representatives of the similarity classes of derivations over 
any wpsg. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.6 is quite involved, although the concepts are 
reasonably straightforward. Rather than give the proof explicitly, we will 
sketch it in detail. The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation, 
and the basis step for derivations of length zero is straightforward. To 
establish the induction step, we require two lemmas. 
LEMMA A1. Let d = x, rl(i~),..., rt(it) be a derivation in tdf, and let j be an 
integer, 1 ~ j  <~ t -- 1. Neither L( j )  or G( j )  is defined for d if and only if 
either 
(l) the antecedent of rj+l(ij+l) contains a nonempty substring of the 
consequent of rj(i~), or, 
(2) the antecedent of rj+l(ij+l) contains nonempty substrings lying both 
to the left and right of the consequent of rs(ii). 
LEMMA A2 (Griffiths). I f  L( j )  is defined for d then G( j )  is defined for 
dL( j )  and dL( j )G( j )  = d. I f  G(j) is defined for d then L( j )  is defined for 
dG( j )  and dG( j )L ( j )  = d. 
The proofs of Lemmas A1 and A2 are straightforward from the definition 
of interchanges given in Definition 3.1. 
In order to establish the induction step of Theorem 3.6, we assume we are 
given a derivation d = x, ri(il),..., rt(it) in canonical form, t )1 .  By 
Theorem 3.5, d 1 = x, r1(il),... , rt_~(it_l) is canonical, and by the induction 
hypothesis there is a derivation d (  = x, r1'(i1'),..., r't_l(it'_l) in tdf which is 
similar to d l .  Consider the derivation d~' ~ x, r1'(i1' ) ..... r't_l(i~_l) rt(it) 
which is similar to d. A sequence of L and G-interchanges can be applied to 
d 2' such that each interchange moves rt to the left in the derivation (leaving 
the order of all productions of d 1' unaltered). 
The production rt is moved to the left as far as possible by L and G 
interchanges, that is, until either r t is the initial production of the new 
derivation or else either condition 1 or 2 of Lemma A1 holds. We must then 
treat three cases: 
(a) I f  r t was shifted to the initial position, then the set of productions 
consisting of r t and the level 1 productions of d 1' are put in canonical order 
by the application of all L-interchanges defined for this set. This augmented 
set of level 1 productions, followed by the productions which follow level 1 
in d 1' (but with possibly distinct indices of applications), forms a derivation 
in tdf with the same height as dl'. 
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(b) If  rt was shifted left until it followed a production of level k and 
the height of d 1' is greater than k, then rt is shifted right (by application of 
Lemma A2) until it is adjacent o a production which is of level k -[- 1 in 
dl'. The set of productions consisting of rt and the productions of level 
k + 1 of d 1' are put in canonical order by the application of L-interchanges, 
and the productions of d' are defined to consist of the set of productions of 
d 1' through level k, followed by the augmented set of level k + 1 productions, 
followed by the productions which follow level k + 1 in d 1' (but with 
possibly changed indices of application). Then d' is in tdf of the same 
height as dl'. 
(c) I f  rt was shifted left until it followed a production of level k and 
the height of d 1' is k, then d' is set equal to d/ .  It can be shown that d' 
is in tdf of height k q- 1. 
For each of these possibilities, the details consist of verifying that the new 
derivation satisfies the constraints of Definition 3.4. 
In order to establish Theorem 3.7 we need the following 
LEMMA A3. Let d be a derivation in tdf. The productions of level 1 of d 
are exactly those productions which occur as initial productions in some derivation 
similar to d. 
The proof is straightforward. To show that every production of level 1 
is the initial production of a similar derivation, we show that if r3.(ij) is of 
level 1 in d, then ( j -  l) G interchanges will suffice to move rj to the 
initial position. Conversely, suppose r~(ij.) occurs as the initial production 
of some similar derivation. 
It follows that the antecedent of r~(ij) is not created as a result of any 
other production, and hence is a substring of x. Therefore rt(it) is a production 
of level 1 in any similar derivation in tdf. 
COROLLARY A1. I f  dl and dz are derivations in tdf and dl ~'~ d2, the 
sequence of the productions of level 1 of da is equal to that of d2 . 
It is now easy to prove the following equivalent of Theorem 3.7. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let d and d' be derivations in tdf. I f  d ,-~ d' then d = d'. 
Proof by induction on the height of d. If d is of height zero, the assertion 
holds. Suppose the height of d is equal to k, k ~ 0. By Corollary A1 the 
productions of level 1 of d' are the same as those of d. Suppose the first n 
productions are of level 1. Then xra(i l ) '"  rn(in), rn+l(in+l) ..... rt(i,) must 
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be similar to xr l ' ( i ( )" '"  rn'(i, '), r~+1(i~+1),..., r / ( i ( ) .  But by Lemma 3.2 
these are derivations in tdf of height n --  1 and by the induction hypothesis 
they are equal. Hence d = d'. 
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